Introduce Along to your school.

**Guiding Question:** What is Along and how will we use it at our school?

This is an opportunity to build momentum, share your excitement, and ensure every educator is ready to get started with students.

**TIP:**

Take time together for educators to create their accounts, explore Along, and plan next steps for getting started with students.

You will want educators to indicate the following objectives were met:

- I know what Along is and how it works.
- I know how Along supports the vision for students in my school.
- I successfully created and set up my account.
- I know my school leader’s expectations for how we will use Along in the classroom.
- I know my next steps for planning to get started with students.

**RESOURCE:**

Make a copy of this customizable slide deck to help plan the introduction of Along at your school. The deck is designed to address all of the objectives listed above.